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Every business is becoming a software business

The way we fly The way we bank

The way health is managedThe way we shopThe way we get around

The way we vacation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we all know, digital transformation is happening everywhere and the core of every business is now powered by software.In fact, many organizations are essentially becoming software companies in how they think and operate.With a competitive battlefield is now that digital with web sites, mobile apps, IoT and more, the expectations are that the software must work perfectly, all the time.Good news and bad news with this… the good news is that the cloud technology is readily available to enable this transformation, but the bad news is that this is yet another thing that it is landing on our shoulders as IT professionals.
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DevOps

Microservices

Containers

IoT
Serverless

IaaS

PaaS

Multi-Cloud

Big Data Analytics

Self-Healing

Automation

Agile Dev

Is your Organization already or planning to…
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Digital transformation is a team sport

Business
Needs to move faster to compete

App Dev
Needs DevOps and microservices 

to meet the business demands

Cloud Ops
Needs to provide cloud native platforms 

to meet App Dev demands

Separate teams have separate needs kept in separate silos. This limits collaboration and blocks progress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital transformation is a team sport than involves many organizations across the business, application development, and operations. Each team operates in their own silos with their own needs, with their own technical debt and limited resources.Successful transformation requires seamless collaboration and teamwork, this is key.
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Typical Everyday Scenario: Continuous War Room Fighting

Nothing in 
the logs

The new enterprise cloud = more tools + same old problems

3,542 alerts are in 
the queue

Network is 
fine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first problem with traditional monitoring is with the tool overload. The introduction of new cloud technologies brings the need for more tooling. However, the tool sprawl is already out of control. The teams are overwhelmed with alerts, dashboards, and finger pointing… this problem is exaggerated with the enterprise cloud.
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Confidential, Dynatrace, LLCThe Story of the Blind Men with Elephant
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Intelligent 
observability

Continuous 
automation

AI-assistance Cross team 
collaboration

User experience and 
business analytics

A new way is needed

The solution must be driven by automation and intelligence

Monitor everything and 
auto-adapt to changes 

in real time

Automate and regain 
time

Go beyond dashboards 
and get proactive 

answers

Interconnect your 
teams and ecosystems

See it from the 
perspective of

your users and business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s level of complexity has surpassed what can be managed by humans manually… automation and intelligence is required.This is what’s missing from other solutions… automation and intelligence. As you rethink your monitoring strategy going forward, you want to make sure you choose a solution that …Goes beyond dashboards and filters out the noise to give you precise answersAutomate and regain time (instead of waste it)See everything end-to-end from business KPIs all the way down to code level. No sampling. No blind spots. No guesswork.Interconnect teams to accelerate collaboration and interconnect your ecosystem to drive visibility, automation and intelligence across your enterpriseLastly, you need to observe from the outside-in to assure business performance, perfect end user experiences, and know the business impact of issues
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Transform faster with unparalleled observability, 
automation and intelligence in one platform. 

Monitor everything and 
auto-adapt to changes 

in real time

Automate and regain 
time

Go beyond dashboards 
and get proactive 

answers

Interconnect your 
teams and ecosystems

See it from the 
perspective of

your users and business

The Dynatrace software intelligence platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dynatrace is an all-in-one platform with automation and intelligence at the core that covers all the disciplines of observability includinginfrastructure monitoringAPMapplication securitydigital experience managementdigital business analyticsand cloud automationwith AIOps built-in. Let’s take a closer look…
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Go beyond dashboards and 
get proactive answers

Dynatrace continuously observes, learns and auto-adapts to 
changes in real-time to detect problems automatically 
(even the ones you never thought of).

Causation - not correlation

No alert storms

Trigger self healing

Prioritized by business impact

Precise root cause explained

Automated problem detection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dynatrace allow you to go beyond dashboards and get proactive answers because it will…Automatically detect problems out of the box (no setup required)It will explain what the root cause is automaticallyAlong with the business impact (see how many people are experiencing the problem and you can see who they are)If you’re wondering how this works, it starts with automation and intelligence as mentioned before. My sales engineer can explain all the technical details, but it’s not hard. In fact, it’s super fast and simple to get up and running… <click to next slide>
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Adobeid: 5398762..

cartvalue: $14.50

loyaltystatus: Gold

Successful conversion

viewname: page.autopay..

producttype: coffemug

Rage clicks detected

See it from the perspective of
your users and business

See everything, end-to-end from business KPIs all the way down to code 
level. No sampling. No blind spots. No guesswork.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When choosing an observability solution for your company, it is important to make sure it can observe from the outside-in so that you can see your business performancedeliver perfect end user experiencesand know the business impact of issues
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DevOps & SRE
teams

Operations
teams

App Dev
teams

Line of biz
owners

App security
teams

Digital
experience

Interconnect your teams and ecosystems

Digital transformation is a team sport. Spark collaboration between biz, dev, and ops 
with the broadest set of purpose-built use cases all in one place.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not just about getting things monitored… it’s also important to make it easy to empower your teams to get things done…As you know, digital transformation is a team sport and Dynatrace fuels collaboration with across your organizational boundaries withSimple, self-service usePurpose-built use cases (as you can see listed across the screen here)and a single source of truth to keep everyone on the same page.Most monitoring tools are typically only used by 2 or 3 people who try to support the needs of the whole company. This is not sustainable. Dynatrace customers have a radically different level of use and adoption. It’s commonplace to have 100+ different users getting value from Dynatrace on any given day within a single company.Fun facts: More than 300 different companies have 20+ people using Dynatrace on a daily basis. 275 companies had 50+ different people who were using Dynatrace during the month.130 companies had 100+ different people using Dynatrace during the month.15 companies had 500+ different people using Dynatrace last month4 companies had approximately 1,000 different people using Dynatrace last month. AMAZING!!
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Self-Service Monitoring
 Full-stack zero-touch monitoring in every new service
 Deliver automated role-based dashboards and notifications
 Democratize data across the organization to enable a cultural change
 Identify and replace overlapping tools and use cases

Shift Left – Quality as a Service
 Shift left and standardize quality across teams
 Self-service quality analysis, testing and comparison
 Promote qualified builds using AI-based quality gates 
 Define, control and automate the application delivery flow 

Shift Right – Road to NoOps
 Shift right to reduce downtime and costs
 Automate remediation scripts and workflows 
 Proactively mitigate poor customer experiences
 Less war rooms and alert storms

Business Insights
 Provide real-time business health insights
 Integrate despair sources of business data
 Measure SLAs, compliance or regulatory directives
 Deliver actionable, proactive and strategic reporting

ITSM Process Integration
 Create a single view across all IT services
 Establish an integrated, always up to date CMDB
 Optimize incident response and reduce MTTR
 Hands-free incident management and notifications

Dynatrace and You – The Art of the Possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dynatrace platform is unique and far ahead of any other out there…You bring the expertise and competencies on those different domains needed for a successful transformation…Upon landing with the Observability and Control Tower, you can than expand with a self-service monitoring, shift left to a quality as a service, shift right building the road to NoOps, extend by integrating ITSM or go higher by providing business insights…» next slide
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All-in-one software intelligence platform

Synthetics

DEM

Infrastructure

APM

Network

AIOps Log

Costly, do-it-yourself approach… Automatic, all-in-one approach…

Simplicity

Speed 

Efficiency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this visual sums up the game changing experience of switching to Dynatrace. It’s a generational leap forward.
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Used by the largest enterprises around the world

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are very proud of the fact that leading companies all over the world put their trust in Dynatrace. Every vendor has one of these logo slides, but what’s different for us is that the passion our customers have for Dynatrace is on another level. If you get the chance, you should attend our annual user conference, called Perform. You can hear so many amazing stories of our customers describing what they have achieved with Dynatrace. It sounds crazy, but many of them will tell you how Dynatrace has changed their lives for the better… they get more sleep, they spend more times with their kids, and their jobs have become fun again.
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Used by the largest enterprises in Hungary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are very proud of the fact that leading companies all over the world put their trust in Dynatrace. Every vendor has one of these logo slides, but what’s different for us is that the passion our customers have for Dynatrace is on another level. If you get the chance, you should attend our annual user conference, called Perform. You can hear so many amazing stories of our customers describing what they have achieved with Dynatrace. It sounds crazy, but many of them will tell you how Dynatrace has changed their lives for the better… they get more sleep, they spend more times with their kids, and their jobs have become fun again.
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Gartner's 2020 Magic 
Quadrant leader for 
the 10th time

Gartner's Critical 
Capabilities
Scored highest in 5 
out of 6 use cases

G2 leader in all 6 
categories of 
observability

Top position in ISG 
Provider Lens Cloud-
Native Observability 
Solutions Quadrant

Industry leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter’s note: there is an animated GIF on this slide which will rotate through various analyst rankings and quadrantsIt’s reassuring to know that analysts from Gartner, Forrester, ISG and various peer reviews all rank Dynatrace as the #1 leader in the market, leader in the ability to deliver and leader for its strength of strategy.
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Simply smarter clouds
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Dynatrace Business Value Framework

80% reduction in outages (Westpac)
Fewer performance incidents and 
faster resolution improves 
productivity by 40%.

Redundant/multiple tools replaced 
by single all-in-one platform 
(TraceOne)

Development provides services to 
the market 45% faster.

50% reduction in issues (Verizon)
What we didn’t expect was the 
degree to which Dynatrace 
energized our team. (Air Canada)

It was faster & cheaper to 
implement Dynatrace vs. building  a 
solution ourselves. (SAP)

One complete source of truth vs a 
“suite” of disparate data sets.

Reduction in MTTI, between 60% 
and 85% over older-generation 
APMs (Forrester study)

95% less time spent installing and 
upgrading. (Global heating & cooling 
manufacturer)

Dynatrace requires less hardware 
than alternative solutions.

Improvement of satisfaction of 
internal and external users.

Time savings in war room triage of 
10+ hours per incident (Forrester 
study) We estimate that a typical

enterprise would gain over $4.4 
million in productivity.

Organizations accelerated to 
modern clouds with confidence 
using Dynatrace, bringing a time-to-
value savings on infrastructure 
operational costs. (Forrester study)

New projects yield results four 
months sooner with Dynatrace 
(Forrester study)

IT operations identify issues 75% 
faster on Dynatrace than legacy 
APM. (Forrester study)

Bounce/abandonment rates 
improved by 17% (Forrester study)

Operational 
Resilience Staff Productivity Cost Savings Business Agility
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Transform your business
deliver remarkable experiences across every user journey and maximize business KPIs and revenue.

0
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Mitchells & 
Butlers 
higher cart value

Rack Room Shoes
increase in 
conversions

SAP CX
time savings in 
operations

Vitality
less customer 
churn

Kroger
fewer support 
tickets

Porsche
faster MTTR

What are your transformation goals?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…and at the end of the day, it’s all about transforming faster so that you can improve your business outcomes. Presenter’s note: Open the dialogue with the audience.What business goals do you have?Which KPIs are you looking to measure and improve?
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Understanding Monitoring Levels by Licenses
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Servers & virtualization

Network & devices

Containers & orchestration

Processes

Log files & events

Metrics & extensions

Real users, web & mobile

CPU & memory profiler

Code-level & microservices

Distributed traces

Automatic 
visibility, 
problem 
detection and 
smart alerting 
across 
infrastructure, 
network, logs 
and containers. 
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HadoopCassandra 
NoSQL DB

Kafka

ActiveMQ

Apache 
Spark

Switches

AWS

OpenShift

Azure

GCP

Kubernetes Active 
Directory

SNMP

IoT

Load 
Balancers

Firewalls

Network 
Storage
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Test drive Start working togetherSeeing is believing Scale

Go deeper with our 
team

Architects & tech leaders

Prove it in your 
environment

Getting an evaluation up 
and running only take a 
few minutes

Start saving 
time, money 
and resources

Get Value

Prove success. 

D1 teams know 
how to help

Next steps
Begin accelerating your transformation now

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some people are quite skeptical when hear about Dynatrace for the first time. This is why we always encourage you to evaluate it so you can see for yourself how it works. Bear in mind, it only takes a few minutes to get an evaluation up and running. Trying Dynatrace is not a difficult, time consuming endeavor like you might have experienced with doing POCs with other tools.Thank you for listening. Any questions?Presenter’s note: If your audience has agreed that transforming is so important, why cling to the past? Why delay?
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Gartner's 2020 Magic 
Quadrant leader for 
the 10th time

Gartner's Critical 
Capabilities
Scored highest in 5 
out of 6 use cases

G2 leader in all 6 
categories of 
observability

Top position in ISG 
Provider Lens Cloud-
Native Observability 
Solutions Quadrant

Industry leader

Dynatrace

2

Dynatrace

4

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter’s note: there is an animated GIF on this slide which will rotate through various analyst rankings and quadrantsIt’s reassuring to know that analysts from Gartner, Forrester, ISG and various peer reviews all rank Dynatrace as the #1 leader in the market, leader in the ability to deliver and leader for its strength of strategy.
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Monitoring
Observability 

Monitoring vs. observability

Network
monitoring

Server
monitoring

APM

Log
monitoring

Cloud
monitoring

Synthetic
monitoring

AIOps

Middleware
monitoring

Metrics

Logs

Traces

Collection of best in breed 
tools

Cloud ready & open-source (DIY) 
compatible

Global CIO Report 2020

https://www.dynatrace.com/cio-report-automatic-and-intelligent-observability/
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Monitoring
Observability 

Why do these approaches continue 
to fail?

Massive manual effort.
Constant noise.
No root cause.

Wasted time.
Business impact unknown.

Not able to find/fix issues prior to production.

The burden remains on you

Network
monitoring

Server
monitoring

APM

Log
monitoring

Cloud
monitoring

Synthetic
monitoring

AIOps

Middleware
monitoring

Metrics

Logs

Traces

Separate tools. Separate silos.

Dump the data into one place.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up to this point, we see that there are two primary approaches that companies have been using to address these challenges… monitoring and observability.Monitoring involves a “best of breed” tooling strategy. Tools for server monitoring, Windows monitoring, Linux monitoring, APM, logs, network monitoring, databases, etc.The new kid on the block is observability. This a more modern, cloud-ready approach that focuses on the 3 pillars of observability: MetricsLogsand traces. 
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Automatically 
instrumented in 

3.5 hours

• Fastest time to value. Deploy across your enterprise instantly. 

• Insurance company: 18.5K hosts, 13K services, and 454K processes

instrumented in 3.5 hours (shown on right)

• Bank: 2,116 hosts, 29K processes, 3,178 services

instrumented in 1.5 weeks.

• Continuously regain time. Lowest TCO. Auto everything.

• Large retailer: Full stack observability across 90,000+ hosts 

handled by a 6-man team.

with automatic deploy, config, discovery, topology, updates, and more.

Automate and regain time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem with monitoring is that you end up with dozens and dozens of different monitoring tools that are providing teams with conflicting data and noise that makes it impossible to be proactive. On top of that, these traditional tools fail to provide value in the new world of cloud, Kubernetes, containers, and microservices. On the other hand, while observability can provide some basic visibility in modern, cloud-native environments, it still leaves huge blind spots and requires a tremendous amount of human effort to setup, instrument and manage.Both of these approaches do have value, but they’re simply not good enough. They still leave you with too many expensive war roomsbeing too reactiveand you’re left guessing at what the root cause of the problem isThe main issue is that the burden is on you…It’s up to you to make the solution operational across a large enterpriseIt’s up to you to keep it properly configured and up-to-date with dynamic, frequently changing environmentsIt’s up to you to find the answers to problems … this burden always lies on your shoulders.This does not scale.
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Autonomous Cloud
• Embracing the 

Customer Journey

1 Automate Monitoring

• Improve performance visibility across applications & environments
• Decrease performance analysis time and effort
• Eliminate manual effort to deploy monitoring

Integrate monitoring into the software delivery process

2 Automate Feedback

• Reduce time and effort to test changes
• Identify code defects earlier in the lifecycle
• Enable automated software promotion at each gate

Enable on-demand testing at every gate within your pipeline

3 Automate Delivery

• Changes are moved to production faster
• Increase deployment frequency
• Improve service reliability for end users

Deliver code to production with no manual intervention

• Remediate problems faster and more effectively
• Reallocate Operations resources to more strategic activities
• Proactively mitigate poor customer experiences

4 Automate Operations
Realize self-healing applications

ON-DEMAND FEEDBACK

SELF-SERVICE MONITORING

SELF 
HEALING

FULLY 
AUTOMATED DELIVERY 

PIPELINE

Assess | Plan

Modernize | Migrate

Operate | Optimize

Automate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…as you can see with the examples mentioned here…This screenshot is from an insurance company that recently rolled out full-stack observability across more than 18,000 servers and 13,000 services in only 3.5 hours. We like to call this “mean time to observability”.Another example is a bank up in Canada that deployed Dynatrace across their enterprise in only 1 and a half weeks.The total cost of ownership (TCO) of Dynatrace is also radically different. A very large, well-known retailer is providing end-to-end visibility across more than 90,000 servers with Dynatrace. This is all managed by a small, 6-man team. The massive amount of automation built into the platform makes this possible. You can see the quotes… Dynatrace let’s our customers focus their time on more important things.click to next slide…
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